WHITEPAPER

INTRODUCTION
MONDAY dares and strives to be different, challenging, and exciting. MONDAY
is thinking out of the box. We must look at the possibilities that exist and
expand them to something that provides what already exists, new uses, and
additional services. At the same time, take this and further develop and create
new and user friendly services. The growing team behind this token sees the
crypto world from above and outside and in. It's a fresh team that asks “silly”
questions, throws out the wildest ideas, and breaks the barriers with new and
creative thinking. So, at MONDAY, there is never a day without creativity, hard
work, and high commitment.
Monday started as a flirt, and it got seriously really fast, and now it's a
marriage. A passion and something we as creators love. We have to focus on
telling our story straightforward and understandable for everyone. We want to
talk about crypto in a way that will engage people inside as well as the ones
outside the crypto «hobby» it's still a fresh and new economic even if it has
been around for some time, But the crypto market is much bigger than as we
know it today.
MONDAY wants to create something new, and we have done that, and we will
do it over and over again. We wanted to make tokenomics better, giving you
who holds tokens, more benefits and more sources of income based on a
single investment. There's no endgame for MONDAY, the sky is not the limit,

it's an infinite project and we hope the best community “the Monday People”
will keep MONDAY alive forever.

DISCLAIMER
MONDAY Or Partners Will Never Ask You For Codes Or Access To Wallets. Keep
These Codes And Access Completely Safely And Securely Stored At All Times.
Avoid Investing With Borrowed Money Or Money You can't afford to lose. All
investments on MONDAY can lead to a loss of money. You, as an independent
investor in MONDAY, should expect prices to have large range fluctuations. We
cannot guarantee that the investors in MONDAY will not lose money. In no way
are the owners or contributors of these Projects or Tokens responsible for the
actions, decisions, or other behavior taken or not taken by you in reliance upon
the Cryptocurrency market. Limitation of liability: Unless otherwise required by
law, in no event shall the owners of, or contributors to, the Token be liable for
any damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, loss of use, loss of
profits, or loss of data arising out of or in any way connected with the use of
the Token. Always do your research when buying Cryptocurrency.

WHAT WE WANT TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
MONDAY wanted to do something extraordinary for the HOLDERS. Not only
the BURN and not only a good community. We have created Monday Land for
fun and engagement. As the crypto market is still in the early stages, there are
a lot of new members to the market. We want them to succeed and we want
them to have fun doing it. So, one of the most frustrating things for new crypto
investors when they first get in, is the whales. It's good, but it will also make a
great impact later in Mondays life and therefore confusion and frustration for
the new holders. That's why we have set a limit to 1 890,000,000,000 tokens
per wallet. We also wanted to give you some predictions and availability to
save up tokens and BNB as a lifesaving solution by letting some of the fees
from all investors going to a trading bot that speculates on a low to medium
risk and bringing that profit right back to MONDAY WALLET to the holders. The
amount will be divided and calculated by the number of tokens each of the
wallets hold and it will be done automatically each Monday.
We want to have great fun while we make history together. MONDAY`s drive is
to invent and be creative. To shape and form the future of crypto. When you
see us live, it will be spectacular, it will be handed out precise information and
it will be fun.

MONDAY WALLET
A third generation wallet, meant for you to use in your daily life in time. We
want to make our wallet usable for more than just watching you Mondays
grow.
As of now we have a list of headlines, as we are in the early stage of
developing/sketching the Wallet and making it ready for wiring and setting up
the project to start developing.
We can mention features like:
(Continuous work with concept and content)

Your personal space:
Choose design minimum light and dark mode.
Red, blue, pink, yellow graded design colors.
We want the user to be able to choose the design/color as it fits them. This will engage and
make the wallet more personalized and interesting to use.
calculator for easy access and calculation.
The calculator located in the app will let the user do the calculation inside the application
instead of going back and forward to the calculator that's installed on the phone as
predefined from the start.
Save contacts - Add contacts, messages, groups, chat.
You should be able to use the application for more than just an overview of your tokens,
value, and so on. We want to make it a bit more social, share your thoughts, and share
information directly inside the application. In this way, you can also keep a better track of
who and what you are communicating rather than having multiple chats going on different
social media platforms that we know of today. Save your contacts, get involved, stay
updated.
Savings. Save BNB to something special you want. Set your goals. Easy with Weekley
bnb coming in from the Monday Invest each Monday.
Peer-to-peer lending and splitting the bill between friends.
Hey mate, I need some bucks, can you hook me up? Let's split the bill, I will transfer half to
your wallet. Let’s pay together. the opportunity to share and care and lend money to your
contacts and have an overview of who owes you money. The detailed information of this will
have its own home in the application
Gifting/Donation
Want to give a gift or donate money? No problem, we got your back. We also want to create
a way for you to donate anonymously as well as gifts if needed.

Total earnings/profit week by week day by day, month by month, and so on (money in
and money out)
A great overview of your total investment and profits. It will appear in the front window of
your personal space and will make your week good or bad. It depends :) Also, get to see the
value in Fiat. Amount of coins, their value per coin, and total Fiat value of your Stock
Collected BNB from investment.
From the Monday investment pool, the owner of the wallet will receive his share of the profit
earned by the trading done by the pool. 100% of the profits will each week (Mondays) go
straight to the holder of Monday tokens to their Monday wallet. You will need to have a
Monday wallet to collect(automatically receive your earned BNB each Monday.
Connection to future AR Game. MONDAY HUNTING: Will work as pokemon go on
cryptonic steroids.
Swapping as DAPP or browsing.

START PAGE - a page that opens on the launch of application/wallet
a standard start/home page when you first start your wallet for various information
and donation causes and news and so on.
Affiliate program
Hot sales - up and coming from coinmarketcap - feed
Easter eggs.
General information from crypto market headlines.
IOS AND ANDROID wallet.

MONDAY INVEST
More about the MONDAY Invest, a new way to save up for something you
want or future pension. We will set aside 100 billion tokens to be transferred
to a locked Wallet. It will be sent to the investment wallet in small amounts
when the token hits a preset price. This will make it an amount of ex. BNB at
this moment. This amount together with 5% of the fee from each buy and sales
done in the exchange will end up in the investment Wallet. From here it will be
swapped to BNB and a trading bot will trade crypto in various markets with low
to medium risk. 100% of the profit from this trading will be automatically
transferred as BNB back to the holders who have the MONDAY Wallet. Based
on the number of tokens you have, you will get the divided part of the profit
each Monday as long as you hold as long as you have your tokens in a

MONDAY Wallet. Nice huh? Imagine how big this pool will be after some time.
It will grow and the profits will hopefully grow as well as the bot will learn and
learn and do better and better. It's working for you, for free.
These dips are made for buying, have you ever heard that song? It's a good one
and it's good for you to buy the dip. Though we want to prevent it from
happening slightly, it suddenly will and We need to have the dips. But it's good
for the holders and it's good for the progress of the MONDAY Token.
AR GAME
Wallet application AR game. Yes, it's right. We have some great ideas about
this. We cannot let the cat out of the backpack just yet. But it will be fun,
creative, and engaging. It will mean you have to move around, But it will be
worth it. We have set aside 75 trillion tokens for this game. Based on a well
known concept, PokemonGo where you can go Monday hunting for gems, that
later on can be exchanged to Monday tokens in the wallet. It would also be a
game for in store purchases that will make it suitable for others than people
just involved in crypto.

So let's talk about tokenomics.
buy
4% Monday Invest
3% Back to holders
3% Marketing and developing
5% Back to LP
Sell
4% Burn
3% Back to holders
3% Marketing and development
5% Back to LP

The total amount of tokens
Tokens set aside for the investment
For giveaways and prices thru AR game

1,000,000,000,000,000
100,000,000,000,000
75,000,000,000,000

CONTRACT
0x52aca966729B634451f7007499e55EEbCeE46a62
MONDAY INVESTMENT FUND
0x91dfab5ef444d0a0aae7d4105371a751fae7dba8
GIVEAWAYS AND RICES FOR AR GAME
0x4651098d2c30a951fd42889a77c03726e78c55bb

Liquidity locked for1 year from pre-sale end 09.09.2021
LINKS:
HomePage:

www.monday.land

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/monday_land

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/mondaytoken/

Telegram:

https://t.me/mondaytoken

Discord:

https://discord.gg/kFRD5Xs9

Github:

https://github.com/CoryITpro/MONDAY-bep20token

